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There has never been a better time to be a lame-duck president. Barack Obama may not 
instinctively agree–after all, he’s still negotiating the “ObamaCare” of foreign policy, the 
disastrous deal with Iran that legitimizes the Islamic Republic as a nuclear power. And 
he’s still trying to find ways to get attention by airdropping money over America like an 
angry version of the H&R Block ad spokesman. But the latest Clinton scandal–easily the 
worst yet–should make him happy his party has already moved on to Hillary. Because the 
corruption at the center of it is the corruption of Obama’s own foreign-policy apparatus. 
 
We already knew the Russian “reset” was a humiliating failure, and that the Iran deal was 
well on its way to being one as well. But the latest Clinton scandal shows that the reset 
itself was also tainted by corruption and the product of Obama getting outmaneuvered 
even more than we previously thought. If you don’t think foreign policy is important in a 
presidential election, just take a look at how easily Obama was played by Putin and how 
detrimental to American interests Obama’s attempts to sit at the adult table have been. 
 
Now we know, for example, that a Russian state energy company took control of one-fifth 
of American uranium production in a series of moves facilitated by Bill Clinton and 
approved by then-Secretary of State Hillary Clinton as donations from the major players 
in this saga flowed into the Clinton family foundation and cash payments went directly to 
Bill Clinton from the Russians. 
 
But there’s more. For obvious reasons, the official line was that the uranium mined here 
in the States by the foreign entities could not be exported without additional licensing. 
That was a lie–as the owner of a Wyoming ranch discovered when he noticed the 
uranium from his property leaving the country anyway: 
 
“Mr. Christensen, 65, noted that despite assurances by the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission that uranium could not leave the country without Uranium One or ARMZ 
obtaining an export license — which they do not have — yellowcake from his property was 
routinely packed into drums and trucked off to a processing plant in Canada. 
 
“Asked about that, the commission confirmed that Uranium One has, in fact, shipped 
yellowcake to Canada even though it does not have an export license. Instead, the 
transport company doing the shipping, RSB Logistic Services, has the license. A 
commission spokesman said that “to the best of our knowledge” most of the uranium sent 
to Canada for processing was returned for use in the United States. A Uranium One 
spokeswoman, Donna Wichers, said 25 percent had gone to Western Europe and Japan. 
At the moment, with the uranium market in a downturn, nothing is being shipped from 
the Wyoming mines.” 
 
Amazing. Even the truth is never the truth with the Clintons. They said don’t worry about 
exporting because Uranium One doesn’t have an export license. They just conveniently 
forgot to add that the license was given to the transport company instead. And the 
Clintons broke their agreement with the Obama administration to provide transparency 
on such deals and prevent direct foreign influence peddling, and they even filed false tax 
returns to hide their shenanigans from the IRS. 
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So it wasn’t only that Putin had run circles around Obama, using the “reset” to reach into 
Obama’s back pocket with one hand while shaking Obama’s hand with the other. He did 
so with the enabling of Obama’s own sitting secretary of state, who was running 
institutions of a parallel government allowing foreign dictators to circumvent U.S. rules 
to increase their control of American energy assets, all the while getting both the Russians 
and the Clintons rich. 
 
Additionally, the Russian energy agency involved here, Rosatom, is a chief partner in 
Iran’s nuclear program with regard to reactors and uranium supplies. Sean Davis 
explains why this is such an important detail: 
 
“The former secretary of state has remained relatively silent on the proposed Iranian 
nuclear deal thus far, apparently for good reason. Her opposition could sink Rosatom’s 
2014 deal to provide enriched uranium to eight Iranian nuclear reactors for their entire 
life cycles, potentially enraging the wealthy investors who funneled millions to her 
family’s foundation. And if she clearly endorses the deal and Iran ends up using the 
enriched uranium to make a nuclear weapon, opponents could blame Hillary for 
approving the deal that enabled Russia to provide all that uranium to the Iranians.” 
 
She is, it should be pointed out once again, running for president of the United States. In 
the meantime, the country is still dealing with the fallout of the institutional corruption 
Hillary brought to the State Department and to American foreign policy. That foreign 
policy is Obama’s too. 
 
It’s going to take a lot of time and effort to clean up this mess. But that effort will only be 
stymied by the fact that this mess is still the operating principle of American foreign 
policy, especially with regard to Iran.  end COMMENTARTY [iece 
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